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Abstract— In traditional encryption scheme, user encrypts the data by using a single key which is associated with the user. 
Cipher Policy Attribute Based Encryption is another encryption technique in which central authority distributes key to the 
user by using which the data is decrypted under a logical formula. In order to reduce the trust on central authority Privacy 
Preserving Multi authority Attribute Based Encryption (PPMA-ABE) scheme is introduced. In this scheme, central authority 
is used only for system initialization. These multiple authorities coordinate with each other and generate the secret keys for 
the user by knowing his/her attributes. Multiple authorities can identify a user by collecting and analyzing users attribute. 
Hence the PPMA-ABE scheme is not suitable for protecting the user’s privacy. Moreover, there is another efficient public 
key encryption technique called Cipher Policy ABE (CP-ABE) in which the messages are encrypted by using flexible access 
structure which is selected by encrypt generator. These techniques are based upon the central authority [1]. Since the trusted 
authority is a central system which may get crashed or hanged when the overload increases. Therefore it is a challenging task 
to construct a PPMA-ABE scheme which doesn’t use a central authority and the attributes will be hidden from the 
authorities. These ideas are extended into a technique called Privacy –Preserving Decentralized CP-ABE (PPDCP-ABE). In 
this paper the trust on the central authority is reduced and user’s identity is protected. In this scheme, each and every 
authority works independently based upon their rules. Furthermore, multiple authorities generate the secret keys for user 
without knowing the user’s attribute. 
 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Internet is the most useful technology of modern 
times which is growing quickly. Most popular use of 
internet is communication. As the number of internet 
users increases privacy is getting reduced. In order to 
provide more privacy cryptography is used. 
Cryptography is defined as a branch of computer 
science which is related with data privacy. Encryption 
and decryption are the two cryptographic methods 
which are performed on the data during the data 
transfer and data retrieval. 
Traditionally, encryption is a technique in which a 
sender can encode the data into a target recipient and 
the receiver can decrypt the data into its original form 
by using his private key. In some application secret 
keys are generated based upon the attributes of user. 
User attributes gives the identity of the user. For 
example: nationality, name, hair, eye color, sex etc. A 
predefined finite set is maintained which includes 
these user attributes which may be binary or discrete 
numbers [2]. These attributes are privacy sensitive 
which easily provides the user identity. 
Traditional mechanism have some disadvantages 
such as the sender must obtain the public key of the 
receiver and it require more storage space because 
same plain text may be tagged with different public 
key. 
These problems can be improved by Sahai and 
Waters by proposing the technique which is called as 
Attribute Based Encryption (ABE) in 2005 [6]. ABE 
scheme requires a central authority that provides the 

secret keys to the user and monitors the universal set 
of attributes. Sender encrypts the data and attaches 
it’s attribute with the data. The receiver is only able 
to decrypt the data if and only if there is a match 
between the attribute which he hold with the cipher 
text attributes. 
 
Gajal et al had proposed this ABE scheme in key 
policy form ABE [KP-ABE] which is an extension of 
ABE [4]. Fine grained access control can be achieved 
by KP-ABE. Since, in some application the data 
owner has to trust on key issuer this scheme is 
unsuitable for such application. KP-ABE is a 
monotonic access structure. CP-ABE is a no 
monotonic access structure which is proposed by 
Bethencourt et al in 2007 [9]. CP-ABE solves the 
problem of KP-ABE. This CP-ABE scheme is 
extended further [8], [12], [13]. ABE is categorized 
into monotonic and no monotonic based upon type of 
access structure. It is again categorized into key 
policy or cipher policy based upon access policy. 
Central authority plays an important role in ABE. In 
order to reduce the trust on the central authority Multi 
authority ABE (MA-ABE) scheme is proposed by 
Chase [14]. 
In this scheme multiple authorities are used which are 
maintained by a central authority for system 
initialization. In this scheme anyone can join as 
authority and can provide private keys to user. This 
system doesn’t require any central authority for 
global coordination of authorities.  
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In order to generate an in depended system Lewko 
and Waters [17] proposed a scheme Decentralized 
CP-ABE (DCP-ABE). In this scheme multiple 
authorities work independently without any 
corporation with each other. It doesn’t require central 
authority. Since the authority can easily identify the 
user if he have few attributes of the user. Due to this 
some privacy issues may occur in MA-ABE. Privacy 
of global identifier GID is only considered by the 
previous privacy preserving MA-ABE [PPMA-ABE] 
scheme [15], [18]. MA-ABE scheme doesn’t focus on 
the privacy of attributes. In this paper, we make an 
analysis on the public key encryption in which some 
schemes are based on central authority and few are 
decentralized.  
 
II. RELATED WORK 
 
User data which is to be shared are normally stored in 
cloud storage. Initially the data is transformed into an 
encrypted form and then it is stored in cloud storage. 
Here cloud can’t have any information about the 
encrypted data. Hence for avoiding the unauthorized 
access to the encrypted data various public key 
encryption schemes are used which are described in 
this section. 
 
1. Identity Based Encryption [IBE] 
ABE scheme is an extension of IBE, introduced by 
Shamir [7]. Boneh and Franklin [3] and Locks had 
constructed the initial IBE scheme. Initial IBE system 
was more secure which is constructed on the basis of 
random oracle model. Then the IBE was extended by 
using standard model [4], [5]. 
IBE is a public key encryption technique which 
eliminates the need of a public key infrastructure 
(PKI). In this scheme senders are not required to look 
up the certificates and public key of receiver, identity 
of latter is sufficient for encryption (for example: 
email id) 
 
2. Attribute Based Encryption [ABE] 
ABE is an encryption key technique proposed by 
Shamir [7]. First ABE scheme was introduced by 
Sahai and Waters [6] where set of attributes are 
attached along with secret key and cipher text. In this 
scheme, both the sender and receiver will be having a 
set of attributes which gives their identity. Sender 
attaches some of its attributes with the encrypted 
data. The receiver can only able to decrypt the cipher 
text if and only if there exist a match between the 
attributes which he holds and cipher text attributes. 
There are two complimentary forms of ABE which is 
given by Goyal, Pandey, Sahai and Waters [8]. The 
two forms are: Key Policy ABE (KP-ABE) and 
cipher Policy ABE (CP-ABE). 
In KP-ABE scheme, a set of attributes are attached 
with the encrypted data, while secret keys are added 
in access policies. In CP-ABE scheme cipher text is 
attached with access policy, while a set of attributes 

are attached with secret keys. Encryption is based on 
the bilinear group operations which are in prime order 
and allocated attributes with the encrypted data. Let’s 
consider the data is CT. Then encrypted data will be 

| [21]  
 
 = +2    ………………….                   (1) 
 
As above its mentioned, Key policy will be termed in 
similar manner. In such a case both encrypted values 
will be termed with respect to  and  . Cipher 
policy based encryption is directly proportional to the 
bit length and allocated data users which has been 
allocated with the attributes [21].  

=(2| |+1)L    ………………………………(2) 
 
In similar ways the decryption for the same encrypted 
data d is directly proportional to the group operations 

 . Here decryption is considered as  and  
=d +2d   ……………………………….(3) 

 
For cipher policy based encryption, the decryption is 
considered as  

=2| | +(2|m|+2)   …………………...(4) 
 
3. Multi authority cipher policy-ABE 
Since ABE scheme is not so secure due to occurrence 
of collusion attack and also this scheme allows the 
decryption of data by any user who hold the 
attributes, for solving these problems Chase [14] 
introduced Multiauthority ABE [MA-ABE] scheme. 
In this scheme secret keys are extracted from multiple 
authorities and they are tied to his GID. A central 
authority is required to initialize the system. 
 
Further Lin et al [16] introduced a decentralized MA-
ABE scheme. Mainly two protocols are used for the 
construction of this scheme: Distributed Key 
Generation (DKG) protocol [19] and Joint Zero 
Secret Sharing (JZSS) protocol [20]. In order to 
initialize the system multiple authorities must execute 
these two protocols twice and k times. 
Liu et al [19] proposed fully secure Multiauthority 
cipher Policy ABE (MACP-ABE) scheme in standard 
model. In this scheme two types of authorities are 
there: central authority and attribute authority. 
Central authority provides identity related keys to 
user and attribute authority provide attribute related 
keys to user. Inorder to remove the need of central 
authority Chase and Chow proposed a new scheme 
Privacy Preserving MA-ABE (PPMA-ABE) [18].It 
needs corporation among the authorities for system 
initialization. 
4. Decentralized cipher policy ABE[DCP-ABE] 
In previous PPMA-ABE scheme only GID is 
protected. Collusion attacks may occur in the existing 
system. DCP-ABE ties the user’s secret key with GID 
inorder to prevent the collusion attacks. In PPDCP-
ABE [18] scheme attributes and GID of the user will 
be hidden from the authorities who generate secret 
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keys for user. Existing DCP-ABE [17] is designed on 
the basis of random oracle model while PPDCP-ABE 
is constructed on the basis of standard model. In 
PPDCP-ABE privacy of both identity and attribute 
are considered. 
In this proposed PPDCP-ABE technique each 
authority can work independently based upon their 
instruction set. Cooperation between authorities is not 
required. A central authority is not required for 
monitoring and initializing the system. Any authority 
can randomly join or leave the system without 
disturbing other authorities. Again initialization is not 
required when authorities join or leave the system. 
Here each authority generates secret keys on the basis 
of a set of attributes which are monitored by them. 
Secret keys of authorities are not changed when 
authorities join or leave the system. 

III. COMPARING DIFFERENT 
CRYPTOGRAPHIC SCHEMAS 
 
In the previous cryptographic approach, Shamir 
proposed theory based on traditional asymmetric 
cryptography. In this approach some limitations were 
found. All user certificates are generated and stored 
in the database. So for every asymmetric 
cryptographic appliance, certificate pages were 
stored. Due to this reapplied approach, more 
databases were required. To overcome with this 
problem Sahai & Water proposed new approach 
which stated that for first authentication process 
IBE(Identity Based Encryption) was applied. But in 
this approach, user knows the identity details. In this 
approach multicasting was a measure problem.  

 
Table no. 1 

 
 

They understood the multicasting problem. To resolve this issue, they have again proposed new work in multi 
authority based encryption. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Surveyed approaches showed that the cryptography 
has been updated as the security improvement 
needed. Both the cases, cipher text policy and 
decentralized attribute based encryption keen to 
improve cryptographic approach. Some mediator 
should be added in the decentralized approach which 
can share its respective keys within their environment 
for authenticated users. 
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